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Meyer
captures
Ward One
□ City council elections
split even down party
lines; Julie Meyer tops
fellow University student Shawn Luedde in
Ward One.
By BRANDON WRAY and
JAMIE BUDZICK
The BG News

In an election year dominated
by newcomers to the political
arena, the Bowling Green City
Council race ended with voters
choosing an equal number of
Democrats and Republicans to
represent them.
The University and the rest of
Ward One will be represented by
Republican Julie Meyer, a junior
French and political science
major who beat Democrat Shawn
Luedde, a junior political science
major.
Meyer said that she was
pleased with the results and is
looking forward to working on
council.
"I'm very happy. I'm very
much looking forward to serving
the citizens of Ward One," Meyer
said. "I worked very hard at what
I did, going door to door, going to
city council meetings, and the
hard work has paid off. I hope to
be a strong voice for the citizens
of Ward One."
Luedde said that he was disap-
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pointed by the outcome, but not
by the experience.
"I'm obviously disappointed,
but I am excited by the experience," Luedde said. "I am happy
for Julie and wish her the best."
Luedde said that he plans to
stay involved and do as much he
can for the city.
Meyer won by a sizeable
majority in what was a very low
voter turnout overall and particularly in Ward One. Kerry Aulizia, president of the College
Democrats, said there were over
1200 registered voters in voters
in the ward and just over 700
voted.
"I can't believe people would
register and not vote," Aulizia
said. "That doesn't even include
the people who live in the ward
and didn't register. Optimistically, I hope that many voted at
home or absentee but we don't
have any records on that."
Current Councilmember B.J.
Fischer will move up by winning
one of the at-large seats. Republican Bill Culberston, a first-time
candidate, got onto council by
beating out current Fourth Ward
Councilmember John Mura.
B.J. Fischer said the victory
was very gratifying because of
all the work that went into the
campaign.
"It was a lot of hard work,
knocking on over 2300 doors,"
• See MEYER, page five.
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□ The mayors of Dayton, Cleveland and Cincinnati all return to their
posts, along with Toledo
Mayor Carty Finkbeiner.

The Associated Press

The mayors of Toledo and Dayton won re-election Tuesday,
while the incumbent was leading
in Cleveland. Cincinnati's mayor
was returned to that office by being the top vote-getter among
City Council candidates.
Results tabulated by The Asso-

ciated Press showed mayors
Carty Finkbeiner of Toledo and
Mike Turner of Dayton had both
been elected to their second
terms, with Finkbeiner winning
by two percentage points. Mayor
Michael R. White of Cleveland
was ahead in his re-election bid.
Finkbeiner, a Democrat, had
46.230 votes, or 51 percent, with

100 percent of Toledo precincts
reporting. That gave him a margin of 1,849 votes over Republican business executive Nick Wichowski, who had 44,381 votes, or
49 percent.
Finkbeiner told supporters he
would "charge hard with same
• See MAYOR, page five.

Issue 2 rejected by voters, but Issue 1 is passed
****

■ Capsules on leading election stories from across the
state.
■ A look at mayoral, gubernatorial races from across
the country.

□ Worker's comp will
stay the same, but
judges now have more
power to deny bail to
felons.

pages 4-5
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Julie Meyer (right) is congratulated by USG President Tara Core late Tuesday after Meyer's victory over
Shawn Luedde for Ward One city councilperson.

Finkbeiner, other Ohio mayors re-elected
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The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Voters on Tuesday rejected a referendum on a
law to overhaul the state worker's compensation system but
passed an amendment that will
make it tougher for serious
felons to get bail.
With 72 percent of the vote
counted, the workers' compensa-

tion referendum - Issue 2 on the
statewide ballot - was failing
1,237,127 to 944,872, or 57 percent to 43 percent, according to
unofficial results compiled by
The Associated Press.
'Today, we've made history.
We've proven - that in Ohio ~
people can be more powerful
than money," said William
Burga, president of Ohio AFL-

CIO and co-chairman of The
Committee to Stop Corporate Attacks on Injured Workers.
Gov. George Voinovich, a
strong Issue 2 supporter, was
clearly disappointed by the
defeat.
"Frankly, it Is unfortunate that
the opponents of Issue 2 focused
• See ISSUES page five.
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Two female students sexually attacked on campus
□ The attacks, which occured Saturday morning
and Monday night, are under investigation by University police.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

University police are investigating two alleged sexual attacks that occurred on campus,
one Saturday morning and another Monday night.
Police said the attacks are unrelated. The first attack was In

Prout residence ball and the second In the area west of the Math
Science Building.
According to Dick Gullufsen,
University public information
officer, both victims are female
and the incidents remain under
Investigation.
Gullufsen said the first victim
reported the rape Saturday

afternoon and told police it ocThe victim told police she was
curred at around 5 a.m. He said her assailant grabbed and raped
the woman was alone in her room her, Gullufsen said. The suspect
when the assailant came in.
is described as a tall, white male,
According to Clif Boutelle, with blond, curly hair and a thin,
University public relations di- muscular build.
rector, the victim in Prout knew
her assailant and a suspect was
There are no suspects and no
identified. He said the other vic- witnesses have come forward in
tim didn't know her assailant.
the Math Science incident, GulThe incident by the Math Sci- lufsen said.
With the help of a crime alert
ence Building was reported to
police at 11 p.m. Monday, and the filer distributed all around camvictim stated that it happened at pus, the police hope witnesses
7:30 p.m., according to Gullufsen. will come forward with informa1

If the victim wants to press charges."
Gullufsen said that no student
"We are getting this informa- is "immune to crime." He said
tion out to the campus communi- students should report anything
ty," Gullufsen said. "We hope to suspicious.
Proper precautions should be
speak with anyone who saw or
taken and utilizing campus serheard anything."
According to Boutelle, the in- vices is important, Gullufsen
vestigations are in the early said. He said students should be
stages and will be investigated more alert in strange surroundbefore any charges are filed.
ings and around people they dont
"Generally, it's taken to the know.
prosecutor," Boutelle said. "Par• See ATTACKS, page six.
ticularly, we call the prosecutor
tion to lead to a conviction, he
said.
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It's time to send government our message
MW
_t_ • 1 _ _1
"The
people's right
to change
what does not work is one of the
greatest principles of our system
of government." — Richard Nixon.

So yesterday was election day
... did we accomplish anything?
There are so many ways the
government affects our lives —
but yet so little Interest In
changing the system to benefit
the lives of the people who are
governed by It.
Right now. we are affected by
student loans, driving licenses,
regulations, fees and fines. Our
environment Is regulated by the
government with water filtration,
air quality and waste management. Our taxes pay for construction, road and bridge
upkeep.
Regulations are established for
housing. Everyday life includes
abiding by traffic laws, alcohol
regulation (or not) and work laws
— breaks, minimum wage,
number of hours, work permits.

■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■^■■■■■l

NATALIE MILLER
working conditions.
How did all of
these regulations develop?
Those who say
they are experts
or knowledgable
about the
workings of the
government do not always want
the common people involved.
How do we decide who we
think should be representing us
In our government? By name
recognition? or who has a better
headshot on their flyer? The
most fliers? The most money to
run? Experience?
These are not the most
Important qualities. But how can
any voter determine who is a
good candidate for election?
As a Journalist. It's part of my

Letters to the Editor Policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics
of interest to the BGSU community. If you would like yo
have something printed in The BG News, we offer you two
formats.
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500
words (less than two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words)
can be submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns will be
subject to space limitations and considered based on topic
relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class
and phone number (phone numbers are strictly for
verification and not for publication). If you are not a
BGSU student, please provide your position or affiliation
with the University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought
in saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing
all letters received. The News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity is
in the proper interests of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted
for publication.
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Job
to educate
the public about
what's going on. I take great pride
In that, but the lack of action
discourages effort. No one seems
to think that the government has
that much effect on our dally life.
I'd like to see more ordinary
people In government, those who
have something at stake In the
policies of the community.
The government affects the
economy, which affects all of us
tin;inn.illy It will affect our Jobs
and what kind of adjustments we
will have to make In our personal
lives if we decide to raise a family.
Government policies about
business affect the companies we
will work for and the possibility of
starting one personally. International relations lead to economic
and employment changes. The
present becomes history, which
Influences future decisions.
All this talk of diversity, both
nationally and on campus, leads
back to the fact that the government until this point has been
mostly white males. This may be
n

nl-inn -1^- W. •■ II il «nn«'« nil nnrln
changing,
but it doesn't change
the Inherent biases built into the
present system.
This country has become a
diverse one In so many ways. The
government should reflect that,
both in representation and lack
of Judgment regarding lifestyles.
My country should stay out of
some of my business, especially
my personal life. Lobbyists have
had too much affect on our
country's policies. I don't care if
you think everyone should live
how you do. This Is America,
land of the free....(or something
like that.)
I read a Pulitzer prize winning
article about bureacracy. and
how our government had gotten
so big. It startled me. and scares
me because It was published In
1981. I'm sure the excess
spending and red tape has gotten
worse.
The government Is so big It's
scary. It has so much power, and
we the people seem to have so
little. But we are the ones who

■•_.__ «•«.*__ «_
1->*
put> these
folks In power. They
should be working for us.
As responsible citizens, we
must critically look at our
government and Its size and
decide what to take Into the
private sector and what kind of
goal we want to achieve.
Those with the real power are
not using it. Those with the
symbolic power are abusing It.
Tacitus, a Roman historian,
said The closer a society is to
ruin, the more laws there are."
This country needs to be
repaired. (Can anyone argue with
that?) Repaired, not necessarily
Just In the way that I see fit. or
that you see fit, but in a way that
benefits us all. or at the very
least does not destroy anyone's
well being.
The fate of many generations
rests In our present opportunities. So be informed. Don't be a
Democrat or Republican If you
don't know what it means.
Always find out what your other
options are.

G**r HOAYSS
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When
deciding
who to elect,
character Is Important, but
concentrate on the issues they
focus on. Tl.ere are a lot of g'.od
people, but who Is going to lead
our country in a better direction?
And what direction do we
want to go in? I think we need
to figure this out. Not the
government, but the people. I've
seen It on a bumperstlcker — "If
the people will lead, the leaders
will follow." Lets make our
country something to be proud
of.
To the people In positions of
power, those newly elected folks
— pay attention.
Improve the system, even if It
doesn't benefit you personally.
It's what the people want.
We are sick of stupid laws.
Intrusive laws and we've elected
you to do something about it.
M~

Comments for Natalie Miller can be
sent to anemil@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to
210 West Hall.
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Responsible television lives with 'South Park'
A large part of American
society today Is television. Its
Influence In informing and
entertaining us has grown
dramatically over the last 30
years. Many great television
shows have come and gone over
the past few decades, but I truly
believe that today we have hit a
low point in the entertainment
value of television.
Not that "Seinfeld" and
"Friends" are bad. but toward the
latter half of their existences,
many of us have turned to other
networks for inspiration. The last
place 7 look for inspiration.
I watch Comedy Central,
which, in my opinion, is the
greatest channel available on
basic cable. With classic comedies such as "Caddyshack" and
"Clue" to original programs like
The Dairy Show" and "Dr. Katz."
IComedy Central owns my
attention for a few hours every-

day.
This summer, as I was In the
middle of an episode of The
Dairy Show," I saw an advertisement for a cartoon show called
"South Park." This show is about
four lovable scamps growing up
In Colorado. But I'm sure you all
know this by now. its popularity
rose higher and higher as the
first six episodes aired. Needless
to say. like so many of you. I
Immediately fell In love with the
show.
Not only did I crack up
laughing, but was utterly amazed
over what they got av ay with
saying. It wasn't only the language, but the anti- politically
correct nature of It all. The
writers were, and are. not afraid
of offending anyone.
"South Park" has touched on
and made fun of numerous
Issues that confront our society.
They had an entire episode based

I

on a homosexual dog and his
friend Big Gay Al. They tackled
genetic engineering, and eventually decided to Just get the pot
bellied pig to "make sweet love"
to Kyle's elephant. Chad's
personal favorite. And of course,
aliens came down, and Cartman
got an anal probe.
We don't often see this kind of
thing In television today. No one
Is willing to take risks because
everyone is afraid of getting sued
or offending someone.
Not this show. They throw
caution to the wind and worry
about the only thing that a
television show should: They
entertain people.
Some may say that the
language Is harsh, or the show
too offensive to some viewers.
But "South Park" Is not another
"Beavls and Bullhead." The
chances of kids setting things on
fire or other shenanigans are

highly unlikely. This Is due to
the complexity of the show.
Younger children can't fully
understand the humor In the
show, because believe It or not,
that the writers
there Is quite a bit of complex
make fun of
humor involved that a 10- or 12- everyone.
year-old child would not compreThere is no
hend.
specific group
A good example of this is
that Is singled
during the "South Park" homeout on every
coming game. The English kid
episode, but all
"Pip" gets tackled and the
groups and
announcer says. "I haven't seen
cultures are
an Englishman take a blow like
humiliated on
that since Hugh Grant." Could a
an equal basis. I think that could
10-year-old understand the Joke? be what draws people of all
This Is unlike "Beavls and
groups to the show. No one Is
Butthead." whose simple humor
picked on exclusively.
and utter stupidity can be easily
"South Park" Is a very Insight
understood by all.
ful and funny show. It Is full of
That example also shows you
one-liners and characters that are
how the show gets rid of today's
like no other. I Just wish they
popular trend of political correct- would make some new episodes,
ness. And after you've seen the
because the ones out already are
show a few times, you realize
getting old.

Chad King
and Bill Roser

I

The thing that keeps the show
out of trouble, aside from Its
popularity, is Its equality. The
writers don't provoke controversy
on any one person or group all
the time. Just everyone some of
the time.
It also has a great deal of
support from celebrities. When
George Clooney saw the pilot
episode, he sent 700 copies of it
to different networks and people.
Clooney also plays the voice of
Stan's gay dog In the episode
with Big Gay Al. Les Claypool of
Primus sings the theme song and
Issac Hayes Is the voice of Chef.
It would be a shame for
"South Park" to be censored in
any way. However. I don't think
mat Its viewers will let that
happen. It is the best thing
television has going for It.
Comments for Chad and Bill can be
sent to kinochu9bgnet.bpu.edu or to
210 West Hall.
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FACT:
Most hummingbirds weigh less than a
penny.

THREE

FICTION:
A keg weighs more than an elephant.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:

"Did you vote Tuesday?'

Wednesday, 11/5/97
Ifs not my hearing, it's my
age (10 a.m. - 12 p.m.)
Pallister Conference Room, Jerome
Library. Dr. Suzanne Crawford, dean
of continuing education, will lead
this session on aging and implications for supervisors, employees,
students and staff. Part of the Issues
in Cultural Diversity series.
Justin Troyer
Junior
Telecommunications

Jack Taylor
Administrator

"No, I am a slacker
and just don't care."

"Yes, because people
gave their lives for
securing the right to
vote."

OHIO Weather

Shane Rolland
Senior
Math & Comp. Science

Jenn Stallings
Senior
Dietetics

Mindi Miller
Senior
Dietetics

"No, I don't know if
my registration is
good."

"No, I probably won't
make it home."

"I'm going home to
vote because there are
important issues on
the ballot in my home
town."

Jewelry sale (10 a.m. - 4

p.m.)

Math Science Foyer. Sponsored by
UAO.
Surplus public auction
(10:30 a.m.)
Reed St. Warehouse. Some of the
items for surplus include desks
(wooden & steel), taKes, chairs,
typewriters, calculators, overhead
^ .I'|CV1IHN. couchc, tloor in... ...iJ
book shelves.

DAYS

Wednesday, Nov. 5
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Sign up for card
tournament and
community service (12 p.m.
- 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

UOIE OF
AY

MICH

£3

I'm very happy. I'm very much
looking%
forward to serving the citizens of Ward One."
Julie Meyer

Toledo

Intro to Powerpoint (Mac)
(1 p.m.-3 p.m.)
126 Hayes Hall. Bring blank 3.5"
disk. Sponsored by University
Computer Services.
Active teaching assessment ana
documentation (3 p.m.)
103 Business Administration
Building. Dr. Angela Nelson will be
presenting an informative talk on
active teaching. Specifically, the areas
of assessment and documentation
will be addressed. This event is
sponsored by GCPDP.

newly-elected councilwoman for Ward One
IND.

| Dayton 1 52

|

Cincinnati 53"

J

Columbus 53

THUMBS UP

12__A

■ To teachers — for dismissing class before the actual time.

_*a_
| Portsmouth | 55°

KY.

FAS: Paul Makara, violin,
and Walter Baker, piano (8
p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Faculty Artist Series
concert featuring violinist Paul
Makara and pianist Walter Baker.
Program will feature works by
Antonin Dvorak Ludwig van
Beethoven and Franz Schubert. Free.

■ To radio fuzz — it makes silence seem so much better.

■ To spontaneity — it helps to spark the flame.
■ To democracy — for giving us the right to vote.

Showers T-storms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Ice

■ To voters — for exercising their most important right.

Sunny Ft. Cloudy Cloudy

Public skating (8 p.m. -10
p.m.)
!ce Arena. Call 372-2264 for
confirmation or additional information.

Via Assocated Press GraphicsNel

THUMBS DOWN

Lewis Carroll: Six
Impossible Things Before
Breakfast (8 p.m.)
Joe E. Brown "Theatre. Alice's
adventures adapted for the stage For
ticket information, call 372-2719.

■ To roommates — for playing the same song over and
over again for hours on end.
■ To radio fuzz — it makes music sound so bad.

TODAY'S

WEATHER

■ To people who sing out of tune — keep your day job.

Today

Beyond BG Senior
Challenge ticket sales (9:30
p.m. - 3:30 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

I To dictatorships — because they oppress people.

Clowdy with rain. High: 50. Low: 35.

I To non-voters — for ruining their chance to make a
difference.

Thursday
Clowdy with rain. High: 46. Low: 36.

Let your future be with
R£. Management.
Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

The calendar of events is a service of The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed hereir are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.
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PRIME RIB

PRESENTS:

SEAFOOD
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LEWIS CARROLL:
Six Impossible Things
Before Breakfast
By: Marilyn Ann Hetzel &
Margaret Lee Potts
Joe E. Brown Theatre
THHVIRL
November 5-8 at 8 p.m.
November 9 at 2 p.m.

STEAK HOUSE
t

Call for Tickets 372-2719
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163 Soulh Main Slreel Bowling Green .152 2595

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

Qjnkndtofa
10% Discount
to All Students,
Faculty & Staff
w/ BGSU I.D.
Hours: Sun.-Thu. 7am-11pm
Fri.-Sat. 7am-12am
Valid throught the 1997- I99B school year

fe* *M

ojnyon

Open M-T-W-TH and Sat.11 to 3:30
IIDAYS till 10:00 prr
s git off your saddled
and stop on in...
109 N. Main
Downtown Bowling Green j

Apartments Available
Fall '98 & Spring '99!

-GOOD COOKIN'
COWBOY STYLE' U
<
9

• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnVUnfurn.
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations
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Republicans maintain sure grip
The Associated Press
■ KELLEYS ISLAND

Voters decide on levy for medical service
KELLEYS ISLAND - Voters on Tuesday approved a tax levy to
bring a full-time paramedic to this Lake Erie resort island.
The vote was 203-88, according to unofficial results from the
Erie County Board of Elections.
The five-year, 1.5-mill tax will raise $40,000 a year for a paramedic. The levy would cost the owner of a $100,000 home about
$20 a year.
The village has 172 year-round residents but during the summer, the island hosts up to 200,000 visitors.
Finding medical care Is difficult for year-round residents, especially during the winter, Mayor William Minshall said.
"We're isolated here for three days sometimes because of fog
and ice. It would be nice to have someone here all the time," Minshall said.
Currently, a doctor comes to the island IS weekends out of the
year. A nurse lives on the island most of the year.

Jim GUmore was elected governor of Virginia In a Republican
runaway, New Jersey Gov.
Christie Whitman struggled to
survive her Democratic challenger, and Mayor Rudolph Giuliani swept to re-election in New
York City in odd-year elections
Tuesday.
Republicans held onto the only
House seat at stake, on New
York's Staten Island, where Vito
Fossella won after a campaign
heavily bankrolled by the
national party.
Gilmore, who resigned as attorney general to run for governor, trounced Democratic Lt.
Gov. Don Beyer on the strength
of a tax cut pledge even Demo-

■ JOHN CARROLL

crats deemed a masterful campaign stroke repeal of an unpopular levy on automobiles
which had come due just a month
before election day.
With 99 percent of the vote
counted, Gilmore was gaining 56
percent to Beyer's 43 percent.
"A terrific victory," House
Speaker Newt Gingrich said In an
interview with The Associated
Press.
"It means taxes continue to be
an important Issue," said Gov.
Terry Branstad of Iowa, chairman of the Republican Governors Association.
Gilmore's overwhelming victory propelled the Republican
ticket to the election of a GOP
lieutenant governor, John Hager,
and thus to control of the evenly-

National
Roundup
divided state Senate, where he
will cast the tie-breaking vote.
Voter exit polling in Virginia
showed that taxes mattered most
to one voter in three, just ahead
of education as a decisive concern. Three quarters of the
voters thought the state economy
to be in good condition, a GOP
plus since the current governor
is a Republican.
New Jersey's Whitman, a
national GOP name, is trying to
fend off Democrat Democrat Jim
McGreevey, a state legislator
and the mayor of Woodbridge,
who had been little known out-

side his home district.
With 77 percent of the precincts counted, Whitman and
McGreevey were running almost
even. McGreevey was gaining 47
percent of the vote, Whitman, 46
percent. Murray Sabrin, a Libertarian, was getting 5 percent.
Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad,
chairman of the GOP governors,
said Whitman had suffered over
the abortion issue. She had vetoed a ban on late term abortions,
stirring conservative wrath.
Gingrich said it wasn't just
that, but lack of a clear message.
"The campaign was in a muddle,"
said the speaker, who In 1996 had
suggested Whitman belonged on
the short list of vice presidential
• See ELECTION, page five.

Campaigning camel

University abandons plans for cash prizes for
voters
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, Ohio - John Carroll University students who voted in Tuesday's election won't have a chance at a
cash prize after all.
The school abandoned its plan to offer students who voted a
chance to win a prize in a cash drawing after city officials complained that the action would be Illegal. The complaint was filed
with the Cuyahoga County Board of Elections.
"However well-intentioned, this is clearly illegal," William
Wilkins, director of the elections board, said Monday. "The
bribery statutes apply to everybody."
The Jesuit-run university in suburban Cleveland offered students who voted a chance to win one prize of $50 and two prizes
of $25. The offer was outlined in an advertisement in the student
newspaper.
Tom O'Konowitz, editor of the Carroll News, said the ad was
purchased by the office of student affairs to promote voter participation.
"This was someone's way of catching the attention of students," said Jerry Sheehan, university director of public affairs.
"This is not something that can be done under law, so the whole
prize thing has been scuttled."
"It seems very Innocent - a way of getting the kids out to
vote," Mayor Beryl Rothschild said. "But you can't give the appearance of selling or buying votes."
■ XENIA

Xenia voters approve funding for schools
XENIA - Voters on Tuesday approved an income tax increase
and an operating levy renewal for the city school district, averting cuts in bus service, libraries and personnel.
By a vote of 7,006 to 3,633, voters passed the 4.2-mill levy, and
by a vote of 5,830 to 4,733 approved a 0.5 percent Income tax Increase to raise $1.9 million for the schools, according to unofficial results from the Greene County Board of Elections.
The school district Is facing a $1.6 million deficit. Earlier this
year, $535,636 was trimmed from the budget through personnel
cuts. Superintendent Jim Smith said further cuts would be made
if the ballot issues failed.
He said bus transportation for 2,900 of the district's 4,000 students would be eliminated, 38 staff positions would be cut and elementary school libraries and clinics in all the schools would
close.
Smith applauded passage of the ballot issues.
"It's quite a relief because we not only had academic concerns,
we had student-services concerns, safety concerns," Smith said.
"Having the responsibility for that was a heavy burden on me
and my staff and the entire community."
■ CINCINNATI

Voters reject levy for Cincinnati Zoo
CINCINNATI ~ The elephants may have to pack their trunks.
That is, the Cincinnati Zoo may have to do without a new parking garage, and maybe without its elephants, too.
Voters on Tuesday rejected a $52 million levy to build a $20
million garage and a bigger house for the elephants. With 90 percent of the precincts reporting, the vote against the levy was
112,798 to 95,000, or 54 percent to 46 percent, according to unofficial results tabulated by The Associated Press.
One of the zoo's elephants is pregnant. But voters apparently
weren't swayed by the suggestion by backers of the levy that she
and the other three elephants might be sent to other zoos if the
levy failed.
The five-year, 0.7-mill tax would have replaced a 0.45-mill tax,
which expires at the end of this year and makes up almost a third
of the zoo's $15.6 million annual budget. The new levy would
have cost the owner of a $100,000 house about $20.60 a year.
Zoo officials said the old elephant house was built to accommodate one pachyderm, not the four that the zoo owns.
Ed Maruska, the zoo's executive director, caused a furor when
he threatened to send the four elephants - or some other large
animals -- to other zoos.

FALL 1 998 Leasing
Starts Mon. Nov 3
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
•New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments
•Frazee Ave Apartments
•Columbia Court Apartments
•East Merry Ave. Apartments
•Field Manor Apartments
•Mercer Manor Apartments
•Ridge Manor Apartments
•Campbell Hill Apartments

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

GREENBRIAR, INC.
224 E. Wooslw
Bowling GrMn, OH 43402

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday?lo.rn.-l p.m.

elated PITH photo

Rebecca Leidgen of the Cincinnati Zoo holds Kermit the camel as
campaign worker Danny Bender, left, pets him outside a polling location in Cincinnati Tuesday. The zoo hoped for passage of a tax

levy to help cover operating expenses and build a parking garage.
The levy failed Tuesday.

Assisted suicide remains legal in Oregon
The Associated Press
Oregonians rejected an effort
to throw out the nation's only assisted suicide law Tuesday, three
years after they first gave physicians legal permission to help
patients take their lives. Opponents promised to battle on in the
courts.
Houston seemed ready to stick
with an affirmative action plan
that benefits women and minorities in city contracting and hiring. With 50 percent of the vote
counted, a proposal to junk the
program was lagging 53 percent
to 47 percent.
In Washington state, where
gun ownership is common, voters
defeated stricter gun controls, 69
percent to 31 percent. Another
measure, to allow patients to retain their doctors when they
change health plans, also failed.
Voters in Minneapolis and

Pittsburgh, meanwhile, turned
up their noses at paying for
professional sports stadiums.
Minneapolis voters demanded
they be asked before the city
spends more than $10 million on
a new stadium, very possibly bring casinos to the Navajo Nasending a new Twins baseball tion, the country's largest Indian
park to neighboring St. Paul.
reservation, also lost.
And Cincinnati's elephants
Voters in 11 Pittsburgh-area
counties rejected a sales tax in- may have to pack their trunks
crease that would have bought and move to other zoos after
new stadiums for the football voters defeated a $52 million
Steelers and baseball Pirates, levy to build a parking garage
along with the income- and new Elephant House.
generating luxury boxes and pricier seats team owners said they
Opponents of the Maine clearcutting proposition had predicted
needed.
Voters spoke emphatically in that the limits, rather than
both cities, passing the Minnea- preserving Maine's tlmberlands,
polis measure by a lopsided would actually allow more land to
70-to~30 margin and defeating be stripped clear of trees. In rethe western Pennsylvania jecting the Maine proposal,
measure 58-42.
voters turned aside arguments
Propositions to limit clearcuts by environmentalists, timber and
in Maine's vast forests and to paper companies and the gov-

ernor that this was the last best
chance for compromise.
The Navajos rejected gambling In 1994, and even though
casino backers this year
portrayed the vote as a chance to
lift the tribe out of poverty, the
measure failed by 54 to 46 percent.
In this off-year election, nine
states featured just 43 statewide
measures. Washington state's
ballot attracted especially keen
interest, with measures to ban
workplace discrimination
against gays and legalize marijuana for medicinal use along
with the gun control and health
plan questions.
New Yorkers rejected calls for
a convention to write a new state
constitution and to borrow $2.4
billion to build and renovate
schools.
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on a very few words out of a bill
that was 104 pages In length," he
said. "And it is regrettable that
many positive changes in the bill
- changes that would, for example, eliminate delays in the delivery of benefits to workers and
would reduce waste, fraud and
abuse in the system - are now
lost"
Backers of the issue - the first
referendum on the state ballot
since 1939 - said it would cut
abuses of the workers' compensation system and speed up
claims processing. Opponent said
it favored business and punished
workers who file legitimate
claims.
Labor unions, lawyers, big
businesses and trade associations pumped millions into campaigns for and against the issue.
Some say that was a small
price considering the stakes.
Backers of Issue 2 claimed lawyers collect $200 million a year in
fees from workers' comp cases,
and the nonpartisan Legislative
Budget Office estimated the
changes would cut employerpaid workers' compensation
premiums by $100 million or
more annually.
By contrast, little pre-election
attention - and almost no money
- was spent on Issue 1.
Voters passed the constitutional amendment that gives
judges more power to deny bail
for dangerous felony suspects.
With 72 percent of the vote
counted, the issue was passing 73
percent to 27 percent.
Backers of Issue 1 said it would
help prevent criminals from
committing more crimes while
awaiting trial. The Legislature
will decide which additional
felonies will be covered.

Fischer said. "I am happy by the
faith that the people of BG have
shown in me. Right now, I have
no plans other than being an at
large council member and helping to make this city a better
place to live."
Fischer will also become
president of City Council with
the retirement of Joyce Kepke.
John Mura said he was disappointed by the outcome but will
continue to be active in the community running his business.
The Third Ward race saw the
biggest surprise of the election,
as Democrat Sandy Wicks upset
Republican and former Police
Chief Galen Ash. Al Baldwin,
chairman of the Wood County
Democratic Party, said the Democrats gained the edge on council
with her victory because they
already have Chet Marcin, who
was not up for re-election this
year.
"This was a coup d'etat. Sandy
is our wonder woman of the
Third Ward," Baldwin said.
Wicks said she had braced for a
different outcome, but was thrilled by her victory.

Jeff Jacobson, the Brookville
Republican who sponsored the
bill that prompted Issue 1, said
voters " took the first step to
making the streets safer."
Opponents said the amendment
would undercut the Ohio Constitution's presumption of innocence and make the state's jails
even more overcrowded.
"We're very disappointed. One
of the least understood concepts
of the Bill of Rights is innocent
until proven guilty. Innocent
people will go to jail under Issue
1," said Christine Link, executive
director of the Ohio chapter of
the American Civil Liberties
Union.

HELP
WANTED

line cook
kitchen prep
servers
host/
hostesses

861 - 7827
5630 Airport
Highway
Toledo

" J am happy for Julie
and wish her the
best."
Shawn Luedde
defeated candidate for Ward One
city council

the name recognition."
B J. Fischer said that Wicks is
the perfect person for the job.
"We need more people like
Sandy in office," Fischer said.
"She is exactly what the world
needs in government."
Ash said he was disappointed
by the outcome In his first attempt at politics, but still found
the experience to be very positive. Ash had been considered the
frontrunner in the race. "I really
didn't have a feel for politics, so I
never took anything for granted," Ash said. "I heard you
should always run as if you are
behind, but I guess it didnt work
this time. I will probably take
some time off. I gave it my best
and wish Sandy the best."
In the Second Ward, Democrat
BG New. PkM* by Jmmr Martin
Patrick Ng returned to council by
Shawn Luedde stands dejected following his defeat Tuesday in the
"I am just happy, surprised beating Republican Rick Schmidt
election for Ward One city councilperson. Luedde, a Democrat, was and thrilled," Wicks said. "It was by nine votes in the closest race
defeated by Republican Julie Meyer.
an uphill battle because he had of the night.

"There is a lot of work to do
and I cant wait to get started on
it," Ng said. "I was surprised by
the voter turnout, but the weather was bad. Since I am retired
now, I have plenty of time to
serve the constitutienls,"
Schmidt said he thought he was
going to win going in, but had a
lot of respect for his opponent.
"As the race went on, I realized
the kind of opponent I had. He's
tenacious," Schmidt said. "He
did a good job and he's a great
guy. If he gets it, we'll have a
great rep."
In the Fourth Ward, Republican Stan Bortel beat his Democratic opponent and good friend
Barry Piersol. Bortel said it was
too bad someone had to lose in
the ward.
"I feel that I don't want people
to think I defeated Barry," Bortel
said. "I won and he was a formidible opponent. Unfortunately,
we can't be on it together, so I
feel bad for him."
Piersol said he was just pleased
to run.
"I am glad that I had the
chance to be a part of a democratic society that is able to
choose who it want wants to represent it," Piersol said.

ELECTION

MAYOR
Continued from page one.
gusto" during his next four years
in office and added, "I'm not going to turn away from anything
controversial,"
Wichowskl said Lucas County
Republican Party Chairman Jim
Brennan told him Flnkbeiner had
won.
"Jim says, 'It's close but no cigar,'" said Wichowskl.
Turner, a Republican, led
Democratic Councilman Tony
Caplzzl by a margin of 54 percent
to 46 percent with 99 percent of
precincts reporting in Dayton.
Turner had 19,202 votes and Capizzi received 16,854 votes.
"I think people want a bright
future for Dayton and want to go
down the path we started four
years ago," Turner said.
The mayor also said he planned
to push for more economic development and new and affordable housing.
"The buzzword for the next
four years is going to be development," he said.
With 63 percent of precincts
reporting in Cleveland, White

had 38,252 votes, or 54 percent,
compared with 32,567, or 46 percent, for Councllwoman Helen
Smith.
White was running for a third
four-year term. Smith was hoping to overcome the incumbent's
popularity and heavy spending
on last-minute television ads.
Both are Democrats; they finished in the top two spots in
Cleveland's nonpartisan primary.
In Cincinnati, Mayor Roxanne
Quails received more votes than
any of the 18 candidates on the
City Council ballot, with 99 percent of precincts reporting. The
top vote-getter in the council
race becomes the next mayor.
Eight Incumbents were elected to
the nine council seats, with the
race for the final seat being too
close to call. The mayor also
serves for two years.
"I feel very fortunate to have
the people of Cincinnati support
me," Quails said. "I have always
believed ... that if you talk to
voters about issues they care
about, they will respond."

Continued from page four.
prospects.
Gov. Howard Dean of Vermont, chairman of the Democratic governors, said running close,
let alone defeating, a front-rank
Republican was a boost for the
next elections.
While exit polls showed voters
were satisfied with the economy
under Whitman, nearly 9 of 10
voters also said the nigh cost of
automobile insurance was an important factor in determining
their votes and that was the
Democrats' issue.
Giuliani easily outdistanced
Ruth Messinger, president of the
borough of Manhattan, to become
the first Republican mayor to
win a second term since Fiorello
LaGuardia in 1941. With 46 per-

cent of precincts reporting, Giuliani led 53 percent to 45 percent.
Mayors Thomas Menino of
Boston, Dennis Archer of Detroit, Tom Murphy of Pittsburgh,
and Sharon Sayles Belton of
Minneapolis were re-elected as
mayors were chosen in more
than 220 cities.
Voters in nine states settled
ballot issues ranging from affirmative action in Houston to assisted suicide in Oregon and
handgun regulations in Washington.
In the House contest. Republican Fossella beat Eric Vitaliano,
a conservative Democratic state
legislator. With more than 25
percent of precincts reporting,
Fossella had 60 percent of the
vote.

That was for the Staten Island
seat held by Republicans for 17
years, and left open when Susan
Molinari resigned to go Into television. The tax issue was a GOP
selling point there, too, as the
national party poured nearly
$800,000 into television advertisements accusing the Vitaliano
of voting for state tax increases.
Fossella campaigned to ride
Giuliani's coattails to Congress
over Vitaliano, a conservative
Democrat.
Exit polling in the city underscored Giuliani's issues crime,
drugs and the quality of life.
Most New York voters judged
the economy improved and their
neighborhoods more orderly
with Giuliani as mayor.

Add impact to your
final project at Kinko's

ATTENTION
SENIORS!
Graduating in May, 1998
from the
College of Arts and Sciences?
If so, your graduation ceremony will be
Saturday, May 9, at 9:30 a.m. in
Anderson Arena
6 guest tickets for Anderson Arena per
graduate
Unlimited seating & closed circuit TV
in Olscamp Hall.
NOTE: This is a correction from the ad
that ran Monday, Nov. 3rd.

Add impact to your final projects, term papers and presentations by taking advantage
of Kinko's products and services, like full-color copies and self-serve computer rental.

UAO NOVEMBER EVENTS!
. COUNTRY BAND
Frl.. Nov. 7, HIO pm, Balroan. FREEI
EXECUTIVE DECISION
Fit. t Sal., No». 7 « 8. 8.D0 pm * 11 00 pm. 111 oiicamp, $2 oo
TUESDAY NIGHT MUSICIAN SERES
TUM.NOV. 11.e'00 pm. Sludanl Union. FHH-"'
AIR FORCE ONE (MOVC)
,_
Frl. 4 Sot, Nov. 14115.8:00 pm* 11:00 pm. m oHoamp. $2.00
•OVERNIGHT CABIN TRIP WITH HIKING
>.$?8
00
Sal 4 Sun.. Nov. 15 4 16, lODOamdapartura.
$28 00
JACK GLADSTONE NATIVE REFLECTIONS CONCERT
Mon . Nov. 17. 7D0 pm, Balroom. FREE'
TUESOAY NIGHT MUSICIAN SERES
Tina.. Nov. 18.6 00 pm, Tha Gaiiay. FREE
•SINGLED OUT GAME SHOW
Tuaa.. Nov. 18. s 00 pm. Ohio Sum. 3'd Floor Studant Union.
$2 00
HOI CAY CRAFTS ANO CREATIONS FAIR
Thuri -Sal. Nov. 20-22. lOflO am-8 00 pm. Ballroom
-Tl HELP ARRIVES. FIRST AO PROGRAM
Thuri. Nov. 20.4:30 pm, Tha Town Room. 3rd Floor Studani
Union, $5 00
•0 BALL TOURNAMENT
Frl., Nov. 21. 3 30pm, Bowling and BHarda Room. $5 00
AN EVEN#*3 OF MUSK ANO COMEDY WITH MIKE RAYBURN
Frl.. Nov. 21. 8 00 pm. Stvar Rfvar Cafa. FREE I
TRIAL AND ERROR (MOVS)
Frl. $ Sal.. Nov. 21 4 22,8:00 pm 4 11:00 pm, 111 OUoamp.
$2.00
•HUNGER BANQUET
Sun Nov 23, 5 00 pm. Krancnar Dining Hall. FREE1
I-—.a-aton-uo. in 330 autm Union

Presentation materials

i Internet access

Copies of all sizes

i Digital color output directly from

Resume services

your disk to our color printers

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
full-color copies

RENT ONE HOUR SELF-SERVE
COMPUTER, GET ONE HOUR FREE

Buy ont regularly-priced. 8V x W full-serve, full-color copy on KKb. white
bond and receive a second copy HtK. Up to 20 copies fret pet transaction.
Color wtvicM not inducted. Offer ts limited to one coupon pet transaction.
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and h not valid with other offers
or discount programs. Offtr valid at time of purchase only and may not be
discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Valid at Kinko's listed
location only Void when prohibited by law. Ho i avh value.

Rent one houf and get ont hour FRE(. up to one hour free per customer at
participating locations only. Subject to availability. Includes Kaontosh* and
IBM« self-serve or design workstations. Offer is limited to one coupon per
transaction. Coupon must be presented at tine of purchase and is not valid
with other offers or discount programs. Offer valid at time of purchase only and
may not be discounted or credited toward past ot future purchases. Valid at
Kinko's listed location only. Void where prohibited by law. No cash value.

MOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
115 Railroad St. ■ 354-3977

MOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
115 Railroad St. ■ 354-3977

kinko-s

kinko's-

The new way to office*

The new way to office*

EXP 12/31/97

AAB332

AAB331

MOST LOCATIONS OPEN ?<. HOURS. 7 DAYS A WEEK
que.icn.7 a.1372-7184.

•Ml "WKV li*. «■ "fX» "a""*. ■

:l— "■ — «—>anrj*r» —'»»HW

EXP 12/31/97
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China Forum promotes politics
■ ORALSEX

□ Event informs students of China's political history and relationship with America.

Man gets 15 years in 1992 slaying of female
impersonator

By ROCHELLE CONVERSE
The BC News

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, N.J. - A man was sentenced to IS
years in prison for beating and strangling a female impersonator
who performed oral sex on him while he was passed out on the
beach.
Brian Halter, a 25-year-old former lifeguard, pleaded guilty in
August to aggravated manslaughter in the June 1992 death of
31-year-old Rene Ouellet. Halter could be eligible for parole in 1
1/2 years.

Human rights issues, whether
China should become a democracy and America's relationship
in the process were some of the
topics discussed in Tuesday's
China Forum on campus.
Edward Chen, director of the
Asian studies program, said the
day's events were designed to Inform Chinese students about the
country's political history as well
as Its future relationship with
America.
"It was to create an awareness
in our students to the Importance
of this Chinese-American relationship," he said. "I'm firmly
convinced that the relationship

Compiled from slafl and wire reports

At the sentencing Monday, his lawyer attributed the killing to
Halter having "way too much to drink and an aversion to homosexual activity."
According to Halter, he awoke from an alcohol-induced sleep
to find Ouellet performing oral sex on him. He bludgeoned Ouellet with a board and buried the body in the sand under the
boardwalk in Wildwood. Two weeks later, someone saw an arm
sticking out of the sand and called police.
Prosecutor Barbara Bakley Marino said that after Halter beat
Ouellet, he left him for dead and returned later to check on him.
When he saw that Ouellet had moved to a different spot, he
choked him and buried him again, she said.
"We believe Mr. Halter is not likely to reoffend, but he needs
to be punished for taking a life," Bakley Marino said.
Ouellet, a Montreal native, had worked as impersonator using
the name Michelle.
■ IRAQ

Iraq postpones expulsions of American inspectors
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq agreed Tuesday to postpone the expulsion of American weapons inspectors until after U.N. envoys
finish their mission, in an apparent bid by Baghdad to take its
case to end sanctions directly to the Security Council.
After an appeal by U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan, Iraqi
officials said they'd wait until after the envoys' report to the Security Council, in order to create a "positive environment" for
Wednesday's mission.
Iraq had vowed to expel seven American inspectors working
with the United Nations by Wednesday.
It was far from certain if the postponement, announced both in
Iraq and at the United Nations, would solve anything. Iraq
already has rejected the envoys' message: Rescind the expulsion
order against the Americans and cooperate fully with the U.N.
inspectors.

GIVEAWAYS
GAMES
STORY
CORNER
PRIZES

between the two countries is
probably the most Important of
any two countries in the next 15
years."
Both countries, he said, will
become the strongest powers In
the world and their relationship
will serve to "dominate the future of Asia if not the entire
world."
In an afternoon roundtable discussion, two of the day's
speakers had an informal discussion with students and faculty
members.
Liu Binyan, a dissident of
China's Communist Party, and
long Yl, a former political
prisoner, engaged in a controversial dicussion about
whether China should become a
democracy.
Discussing human rights violations and his opposition to communism, Blnyan's comments
were not well recleved by many
in attendance. Some questioned

why the "dark side" of China was
"He's a great patriot," Chen
being shared while China has said. "What he wanted is a strong
many positive aspects.
modernized China but he insists
Binyan said one needs to be that's not enough He insists that
critical of the Chinese govern- we need a democracy, China
ment, and at the same time, learn needs a democracy and for that,
about China's history. The parti- he's In Jailcipation of people in changing
their own lives and future is imChen also said the disportant but "that's exactly what agreement between students and
the Communist Party doesn't al- the speakers is because the
low people to do."
majority of Chinese students
have difficulty in separating the
Being opposed to communism identity of China from the Comand involved in the politics of munist Party.
China is a very patriotic act, Yl
"You can love China without
said.
"Loving China doesn't mean loving the Commmunist Party
you love the government," she and that's what they are trying to
said. "If you didn't love China, say," he said.
you wouldn't get Involved In poliJournalist Richard Bernstein
tics."
Yl, formerly worked for Chin- from the New York Times also
a's most famous dissident, Wei spoke in a morning session about
Jingsheng, a political prisoner the future relationship of China
who she said is a "very honest and America. Both Binyan and Yi
spoke at an afternoon session.
patriot."

Alphonso pleads guilty to lesser charge
□ A former University
student who was
charged with felonious
assault pleaded guilty to
aggravated assault.
By JAMIE BUDZICK
The BC News
A former University student,
charged with felonious assault,
pleaded guilty Thursday to a lesser charge.
Terrance Alphonso, a one-time
University football player,
agreed to a lesser charge of ag-

ATTACKS
Continued from page one.
"Remember to walk in well-lit
areas and lock your doors," he

gravated assault in an attempt to
avoid a lengthy prison sentence.
Alphonso was charged after an
altercation involving him and
three other football players at
Junction Bar * Grill a year ago
left a local man, Paul Sauer, with
fractured facial and nasal bones.
Alphonso's attorney, William
Stephenson, said that the guilty
plea was given to eliminate the
risk of conviction on the charge
of felonious assault, which carries a maximum prison sentence
of eight years. Had Alphonso
taken the original charge to trial,
he would have had about a 50
percent of winning, a risk that

neither was willing to take, ac- guilty, Stephenson still feels that
the charge was too strong.
cording to Stephenson.
"The prosecutor was overzea"For a kid his age, that sentence was unacceptable," said lous in his charging decision,"
said Stephenson. "In my view, it
Stephenson.
For the charge of aggravated was legitimate self-defense."
Stephenson went on to point
assault, Alphonso faces a maximum of 18 months in prison. out that the victim was holding a
However, prosecuting attorney bottle In his hand during the
Gary Bishop, will recommend fight, that Alphonso only struck
local jail time for the defendant, him once and that he was helping
which Stephenson said could his friend who had his hands held
amount to a maximum of six behind his back.
"If I have anything to do about
months.
Judge Donald DeCessna will it, he won't have any jail time,"
determine the penalty at Alphon- said Stephenson.
A civil case is also pending
so's sentencing on Dec. 1.
Although Alphonso pleaded against those involved in the
fight.

said. "Use the escort and bus everyone is like them and nothservices."
ing will happen. He said that isnt
According to Gullufsen, stu- true and students need to be
dents sometimes assume that aware that attacks can and do

happen.
"The sooner you report something, the better," he said. "Be
aware of what's out there."

BGSU UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
*
In Celebration of National Childrens' Literacy Month

Special Guest Appearance:
Miss America 1997 Tara Dawn Holland

19 & Over Every Night

National Spokesperson for Library of Congress and
Institute for Literacy
Community Lecture 9:00-10:30am, Education Building, Rm 115
University Bookstore 11:00 - 1:00

PUPPET
SHOWS

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Summer & Fall of 1998
Houses and Apartments
Are Available !

Meet

319 E. Wooster

COLORING

IIIHIIIIIIIII

20% Off
All

Childrens'
Books,
Clothing &
Imprint
Items
Co-Sponsored By
University Bookstore
BGSU America Reads
Martha Geshng Webbe' Reading Center
Office o* Student Affairs
Office of the President
Office of the Provost
College of Education and
Human Development
Continuing Education
University Ut>
Undergraduate Student V
Graduate Student Association

/NAJ&

352-6553

in person! ^^

For years America's favorite bears have
entertained and educated millions of young
readers with fun-filled stories that make
common childhood problems "bearable."
Now they're visiting our store
and they'd love to meet you.
So bring in the
whole family. We'll
see that you have
a beary, beary
[good time!
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Sports

Jim Tocco
Sports Editor

372-2602

BG seniors prepare for MAC tourney

□ The Falcon soccer
earn is led by seven
>eniors, who will be
playing their final games
this weekend.
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News

For seven young men on Bowling Green's men's soccer team,
one loss would mean the end of a
seven-year dream.
The seven seniors - Jay Began,
Jon Giganti, Brian Glibkowski,
Dan Kindl, Mark Michalak,
Brandon Pelton and Brett Strung
- have enjoyed astounding success in their tenure. They have
led the team to a 59-18-4 record
over the years, and they know
that at this point in the season,
it's do or die.
"We lose one game and we're
out, and for us seniors, it's over,"
Giganti said. "So it's showtime
now. This is basically what our
four years have come down to.
One loss and our careers are
over."
Thursday begins the fourth
Mid-American Conference tournament of most of their careers.
The 1994 team took Miami to
overtime in the finals, and lost
3-1. The teams of '95 and '96 rebounded to win MAC titles.
"I can remember when we
were freshmen sitting in a hotel
room at the MAC tournament,
just talking about how great an
experience it was," Giganti said.
"We lost that year, and we just

1997 Falcon soccer senior class
#7 Jason Began
Midfielder

#11 Jon Giganti
Midfielder

#7 Brian Glibkowski

Career Highlight*:
His 36 assists are tied for
second on the all-time list
...First team all-MAC as a
sophomore ...senior tri-captain.
Mahler on Began: "Jay Began is one of the
best midfielders ever to play at Bowling
Green State University. Jay's a winner plain
and8imple." '

Career Highlights:
Spot starter with many roles
off the bench. ...had a
career high 8 points as a
freshman.
Mahler on Giganti: "Jon is a competitor. If
you look at the ideal role player, it's Jon
Giganti."

Career Highlights:
.
Fifth year senior, medically
redshirted in 1995 ... Had a
career-high 9 points as a
sophomore in 1994.
Mahler on Gllbkowsl: "He's fought the
Injury bug, but he's always been a real
positive contributor. He brings experience
and composure to the game."

#10 Dan Kindl
Sweeper
Career Highlight*:
Team tri-captain.
scored his only
goal of the 1996
season in an
NCAA tournament match.
Mahler on Kindl: "He Is one of
the hardest workers in our
program. He may be the bast
attacking back we've ever had."

L J

wanted to get back to the MAC
finals and win it."
The Falcons have not lost a
MAC tournament game since.
They toughed out a doubleovertime win against Kentucky
in the first round in 1995, then
beat arch-rival Akron. They
cruised through the tournament
last year. This year, they're hoping to do it again.

Midfielder

#17 Mark
Michalak
Midfielder

#10 Brandon
Pelton
Forward

Career Highlights: |
Had an amazing
nine assists
without a goal last
season.
Mahler on Michalak: "Mark is
steady, quiet, and just gets the
job done. He's got speed and
plays the ball well."

Career Highlights:
Enjoying his best
season as a
Falcon with 5
goals & 3 assists.
NCAA tournament match
Mahler on Pelton: "He's had an
opportunity to step up his game
and be a leader,"

"The tournament will be pionships together. These
tough," Began said. "We should players have been together for
be able to win it, but there are no six years.
"I'm going out with two guys
guarantees. So we'll just go in
knowing that and working as that I've played with my whole
career," said Kindl, whose
hard as we can."
Three seniors - Began, Kindl brother Dave, also from Brecksand Giganti - came to BG ville-Broadview Heights, gradutogether from Brecksville- ated last year. "That's something
Broadview Heights High School, we talk abou: on the field all the
where they won two state cham- time. Maybe we have the edge

SoccVrJournament^
November 6-9
Oxford, Ohio

#10 Brett Strang

Back
Career Highlights:
Team tri-captain...
scored his only
goal of the 1996
season In an
NCAA tournament match.
Mahler on Kindl: "He's one of
the best ball-winners, lacklers,
and defenders In the conference
and the region."
over other teams because we've
played together so long. And I
think it's true because mentally
we're always on the same page."
Two seniors, Strang and Michalak, transferred from Illinois
State University after their
freshman year.
"The whole team has been like
• See SENIORS, page nine.

Game One:
Bowling Green vs. Northern
Illinois
1:30 p.m. Thursday
Also:
Akron vs. Eastern Michigan
Kentucky vs. Western Michigan
Marshall at Miami

Women's soccer ends season on high note
□ The Falcons win four of their last
six matches in their inaugural season.
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News

BC Ncwi Kile Pk.i.

Junior Krista ShambJin was the leading goal scorer
for the Falcons.

As BG's 1997 women's soccer team puts the
wraps on its inaugural season, all sights are set on
the future.
After all, the team ended a rocky season with
two wins, and won four of its last six. For a team
that was disappointed by a 6-12-0 record, it was
just a glimpse of what the future might hold.
Besides, every player on the final-season roster
is eligible to return next year. The roster is comprised of just one junior, three sophomores and a
whopping 17 freshmen.
A year ago, Tom Piccirillo was brought over
from Tiffin and charged with building the team
from scratch. He and assistant coach Julie Reule
had a great recruiting class and ushered in the
huge crop of new faces.
"It's been exciting when we see where we are
now," Piccirillo said. "It gives a glimpse of what
could be In the future."
The large class will move into its second season

next year a little wiser and a little more experienced.
"They know what it takes on the field, and they
know what it takes coming in conditioning-wise,"
Piccirillo said. "They have an overall sense of what
the college game at Division I is all about."
The season started off with immense promise, as
the Falcons beat NA1A power Findlay in a scrimmage on Aug. 25. Then the team won BG's firstever regular-season game 1-0 in Kent on Aug. 29.
They were the first team to win its first game since
the women's basketball team won its opener in
1974.
After that, however, things took a turn for the
worse. BG would lose 10 of its next 11 games. The
only break from the storm came with a S-0 victory
over St. Francis on Sept. 7. Five different goal
scorers got into the act that day, and freshman
goalkeepers Kit Gazley and Lynette Lasanen
shared a shutout during a 5-0 win.
BG's fledgling program had trouble against established programs such as Dayton, Ohio State, Indiana, West Virginia and Michigan State. The
strategy at the beginning of the season was to face
the toughest teams to get ready for the MidAmerican Conference season.
"The goal that we had was to play the difficult

games and set ourselves up for the MAC schedule," Piccirillo said. "If we could have had some
different results there, possibly the confidence
could have been better and it could have changed
everything else."
BG suffered through its conference season as
well, dropping its first game to five-year program
Northern Illinois and going 1-5 the rest of the way.
The 1-6 record was last in the MAC.
"If you look at the MAC games, they told us that
we could play with the MAC," Piccirillo said.
"Looking back at the schedule, we had five goals
that we lost by one goal. If the defense gives up
five less and the offense scores five more, there's
five more wins right there."
BG reeled off two wins against Kent and Buffalo
in the middle of October, and finished off the
season with big wins against Robert Morris (3-1)
and Youngstown State (7-2).
Kerry McKee emerged from the season as the
points leader with four goals and five assists. She
racked up two goals and three assists in the final
game against Youngstown State. She is, obviously,
the program's all-time leading scorer. She also
holds the distinction of scoring BG's first-ever
• See HIGH NOTE, page nine.

leers look to defense, veterans for wins BCrUT rivalry more
thanjustfootball

If there is one thing the first
month of the hockey season has
taught Bowling Green, it is the
importance of defense.
It is only to be expected that a
team that has lost its top four
scorers from the previous season
would have trouble scoring, but
this is especially the case for the
Falcons.
Aside from a 9-2 beating of
Waterloo, BG has not scored
more than three goals in any of
the other games. Excluding the
Waterloo game, BG is averaging
slightly better than two goals a
game.
Fortunately for the Falcons,
the defense has been strong recently. Over the weekend, the defense limited Ferris State to four
goals over two games. On two of
the four, the defense could not be
faulted.
Defensive hockey is not limited to BG this year.
"It almost seems like the whole
league is that way," BG coach
Buddy Powers said. "We watch
the tapes of the games and
everyone is playing defense."
After playing Notre Dame on
Friday, BG hosts the ultradefensive Western Michigan
Broncos. Earlier in the season,
Western shut out the Falcons 3-0
in Kalamazoo.
"Looking at the other teams ~
it is check, keep it close and capitalize when you get the chance,"
Powers said.
A veteran breakthrough
This weekend's series against
Ferris State represented a bit of

a breakthrough for some of BG's
struggling veteran players.
■ Sophomore Craig Desjarlais
and junior Dan Price both scored
their first goals of the season.
Desjarlais scored in the second
period of Friday's game. Price
iced Saturday's game with a third
period power play goal.
■ Sophomore Adam Edinger
boosted his goal total to four on a
spectacular wrap-around effort
on Saturday.
■ Senior Kevin Armbruster
scored his second goal of the
year.
■ Senior Brad Holzinger is
leading the team in scoring by
way of eight assists and a single
goal for nine points. Holzinger
had three of those assists this
weekend.
■ Senior Dave Faulkner is
second on the team with six
points and first in goals with five.
On a team with so many young
players. It is important for the
veterans to score. This weekend
provided some relief for both
these players and the team.
"It's more of a relief for them,
• See ICERS, page eight.

f

BG Ncwi PhoC» by Jeremy Mntla

Freshman Ryan Murphy controls the puck and looks to pass to a
teammate.

The Battle of Northwest
Ohio.
This is a catch phrase which
is supposed to sum up a football game between Bowling
Green State University and
the University of Toledo.
And it is a big game. This
year's contest brought 22,695
people to Perry Stadium, the
12th largest crowd in the history of the Doyt.
Occasionally, the moniker
"The Battle of Northwest
Ohio" is also attached to the
men's basketball games between the two schools. In recent years, however, this "battle" has turned into a Falcon
rout.
But is this the extent of the
BG-Toledo rivalry?
Anyone who claims that
has spent too much time following the Big Ten, where
football is king and the rest is
just details.
You don't think that BG volleyball gets hyped when they
play Toledo?
The five-set marathon that
the Falcons and Rockets
played in last week is a testament to how great a role emotion plays in this rivalry. And
this game was officially a nonconference affair.
You don't think that BG
women's swimming gets pumped to take on their arch rival?
You must not have felt the
atmosphere at Cooper Pool last
night.
The same can be said of BG
track, baseball and any other

The Blasting Post
LBbNARD
BGNews
SportSwriter
Falcon team that must face the
Rockets one-on-one.
Perhaps the most heated
rivalry between the Falcons
and Rockets Is one that brings
together two of the schools'
most storied programs women's basketball. Yet
when was the last time a
heated a/fair was labeled "The
Battle of Northwest Ohio?"
Consider this example:
The Falcons were swept by
the Rockets last year in the
regular season. Then, as the
Falcons were scheduled to
play Toledo in last year's MidAmerican Conference semifinal game, Falcon women's
basketball coach Jaci Clark
said "I don't think that Toledo
can beat us right now."
The Toledo media caught
wind of this statement, as did
the Rockets coach Mark Ehlen.
The proverbial fire was lit.
Toledo then proceeded to
take the Falcons behind the
woodshed and send them to
bed without supper. Rough
translation: buttkicklng!
• See RIVALRY, page nine.
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PIGSKIN PICKS
Sponsored by

352-9638
440 E. Court St.
Winner receives:

LARGE
ONE-ITEM PIZZA
Dine In only

LAST WEEK'S WINNER
Fill in your picks and return the ENTIRE form to Room 210 West Hall by 5 p.m. Friday. This week's winner be announced in next
Joe Gortz (8-2)
week's PIGSKIN PICKS. In the event of a tie. the winner will be determined by RANDOM DRAW. One entry per week per person, please. Prizes can be picked up at 204 West Hall

BG women tabbed second in MAC ICERS

Continued from page seven.

□ The Falcons return all
five starters, including
two preseason All-MAC
picks.
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
TOLEDO - "Respect thy
elders" was the message sent at
the Mid-American Conference
women's basketball media day
Tuesday night.
And Bowling Green, returning
all five starters and bringing in
one of the most veteran teams in
the league, is on the receiving
end. Buoyed by two players, Sara
Puthoff and Charlotta Jones,
named to the preseason All-MAC
team, the Falcons were tabbed by
the media to finish second in the
MAC East division. Kent was selected to win by a narrow nine-

Bfcketl
point margin.
Kent received 18 votes to win
the conference tournament,
ahead of BG's 10. Defending
champion Toledo, picked to win
the MAC West, was third with
three votes.
"There's no bones about it,
Kent's got a good team," said BG
coach Jaci Clark. "They returned
a lot of players.
"(But) we've got to play the
year out. You never know what
can happen."
Jones, the two-time defending
MAC rebounding champion, expected to be voted on top.
"I'd be very disappointed if we
weren't picked to take our division," Jones said before the results were announced. "We have

four returning seniors. Me and
Sara were named preseason AllMAC. Just on our expectations
alone, we expect to be number
one. I just can't see how anyone
else could pick us any lower."
The Falcons return all five
starters from a team that finished fourth in the MAC last
season. Kent lost All-MAC point
guard B.J. Smith-Goldman, but
welcomes back All-M^C forward
Carrie Templin, who missed the
second half of last season with a
broken wrist.
"She should do OK," Kent
coach Bob Lindsay said of Templin "I think the distribution of
responsibility lies a good part on
her. She's a talented player. ... I
think you have some expectations for a player like that."
Miami and Marshall were
voted third and fourth in the
East. The RedHawks finished
third In the MAC a year ago, but

and it's important for us,"
Powers said. "Those guys are being counted on to produce
offense and it's got to be consis- by a shot In Monday's practice.
tant offense.
He sustained a concussion, according to Powers, and Is ques"We'll Just look for them to tionable for Friday's game at Notake it from last weekend and tre Dame.
carry it over to next weekend."
Also on Monday, a hip flexor
The line of Price, Edinger and problem surfaced in Louis Mass.
sophomore Anttl Ilvonen was de- After briefly trying to skate yesveloped with that purpose in terday. Mass left the ice. His
mind.
status is still unknown.
"I think they should be able to
dominate shifts in hockey
B.J. Adams didn't skate yesgames," Powers said. "They're terday to rest a groin problem.
big strong guys and if they move, Adams Is not expected to miss
they can be awful tough to play any playing time.
against."
Desjarlais's ankle is still sore
from the weekend. After not
playing Saturday night, he Is exThe injury report
pected to return by this weekend.
Ilvonen will also return this
Jason Piwko was hit in the head weekend.
• See TABBED, page nine.

lost their starting backcourt.
Marshall, led by preseason AllMAC forward Kristina Burin
feldt, qualified for the NCAA
Tournament out of the Southern
Conference last season.
"I think a team could win the
East with three or four losses,"
Lindsay said. "I think BG's got a
chance to be the best team in the
conference, I think maybe we do,
I think Marshall with four start
ers back from an NCAA team has
a chance to be real good in the
conference.
"I think on paper, with five
starters back on paper BG's got
to be the favorite in the division."
Toledo was tabbed to win the
West despite losing three players
from the 1997 All-MAC Tournament team, including conference
Player of the Year Angela Drake.
The Rockets do return All-MAC

Z.

SENIOR
PORTRAITS
THIS WEEK
If you were unable to
schedule an
appointment
last sessionnow is your chance.

CALL

372-8634
Portraits taken in
28 West Hall.
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RIVALRY

SENIORS

Continued from page seven.

ice advantage" if this rivalry
were to ever take shape.
Rivalries are supposed to be
all-encompassing. Every team at
a respective school is supposed to
have a noted distaste for its rival.
This is exactly the case when one
talks about BG-Toledo.
Don't devalue "The Battle of
Northwest Ohio" by just attaching it to one sport.

Don't tell me that It won't be a
"battle" when these MAC women's basketball powerhouse's
lock horns this winter.
One shudders to think what
would happen if Toledo were to
form a varsity ice hockey team.
Falcon hockey fans would give
new meaning to the term "home

HIGH NOTE
Continued from page seven.
goal.
The team's lone junior, Krista
Shamblin, led the team in goals
with six. She tallied four of those
in the final weekend.

With the returnees and what
Plccirillo describes as a "fantastic" recruiting class, next year's
team will be a year more experienced. And every team, from
here on, will follow in the footsteps of the first ever.

*•••••••••••••••••••••••■*

The BG News
Classified
Ads

We Are Out To Catch Your
Do you want to meet new people, gain practical
skills, and have fun m the process?
BECOME A RE SCENT ADVISOR H I
Applications will be given out at tie Mowing
information sessions:
Wednesday Nov. 5 Kohl Locked Lounge
9:30pm
Thursday Nov 6 Prout 1 st Floor Lounge 4O0
Monday Nov lOOflenhauer 1st Floor Lounge
930pm
Tuesday Nov. 11 Krerecher 8 o'clock Dining
Room 9 30pm

372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS

Continued from page seven.
a family the whole time I've been
here," Strung said. "It's been the
best soccer experience of my entire life."
The family experience is an
idea affirmed unanimously by
every senior. Nobody mentioned
the two MAC titles. Nobody mentioned the two NCAA tournaments. Nobody gloated about the
class having a combined record
of 28-2-1 inside Mickey Cochrane
Field. When asked what they
would remember most, to a man,
everyone mentioned family.
"Everything around here is a
family atmosphere," Michalak
said. "I'm going to miss that.
"I wont remember any of the
games In particular," Glibkowski
added. "Just the camraderie and
the way we all get along is what
I'll miss most."

come in together and leave
together since coming to BC in
1987.
"Everyone brings something
different," Mahler said. "Everyone plays a role and they're all
Important roles. It's a great compliment, our class. And I think
our younger players can look at
our seniors and know how they
should respond if they're in that
role."
Thursday marks the 82nd collegiate game in most of their careers. BG hopes to evade elimination this weekend and keep
the dream alive.

"Every class Is especially close
In and of itself," Began said.
"You live in the dorms with them,
and you have class with them you just have the same experience. It's close. Too bad it's coming to an end. But we're still goCoach Mel Mahler is highly ing to be friends afterward. But
complimentary of his seniors. It it wont be coming to an end this
is the eighth class he has seen weekend, of course."

Sports Briefs
Rolen captures NL Rookie of the Year
NEW YORK - Scott Rolen of the Philadelphia Phillies was
unanimously voted National League Rookie of the Year on Tuesday, breaking the Ixis Angeles Dodgers' five-year hold on the award.
The 22-year-old third baseman became the youngest NL player
to reach 90 RBIs since Darryl Strawberry in 1984, and led NL
rookies In batting average (.283), runs (93), hits (159), doubles
(35), homers (21) and RBIs (92).
"I think I exceeded anything I could have fathomed," Rolen
said. "I hope I haven't reached a pinnacle now. I hope there's
something more for me in baseball and in life."

TABBED
Continued from page eight.
guard Kim Knuth, who led the
league in scoring last season at
20.4 points per outing.
Knuth will be asked to lead a
team with no seniors and a very
young batch of post players.
"If some of the other players
don't step up, then there's no way

I can help the team," Knuth said
"If somebody else doesn't go up
there and score, then other teams
will just have to concentrate on
me and guard me. If nobody else
is willing to step up, I'm
doomed."
Central Michigan, headed up
by longtime BG coach Fran Voll,
was voted second In the West.

You must attend an information session lo
receive an appkcaBonl Questions, please caHJuteAsh2-2S19ortuHe#bgnet.bgau.edu

AMA AMA AM* AMA AHA
American Merketmo Association
kiiormsl Meeting
Wednesday. November 5lti
7 30pm in BA 116
AMA AMA AMA AMA AMA

SERVICES OFFERED
Ann Special Education Majors
SCEC meeting
Nov 5.19879 15pm
115 Education Building

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks. Sleeping begs, hiking boots,
Waterproof/breathable rstrrwear A skiwear
tents. RockoVmbing. canoes, kayaks
Clinics and trips now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd. Walerville. OH
(419)8 7H-3700
www.theCanoeshop com

Beyond BO
Be on the look out
lor your Senior Advisory Council
They're theories weenng tie grey
Senior Advisory Council T-shirts.
You can buy Beyond BG Senior Challenge
tickets from fiem today II
CASH. CHECK. CHARGE. BURSAR

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Teats.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Beyond BG
Cal Now
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Cad Wolf Studios will Be on campus this wee*
taking senior portraits from 104 daily Cal
3728634 lo schedule your sitting. Seniors
graduating in Dec, May & August should attend. The 16 Sitting fee can be bursared Portraits taken in 21 West Han (basement)

PERSONALS
t2S unlimited tanning/ Campus Tinning
352-7889

CJO Meeting
Wed 9 15pm 103 BA
Guest speaker: Cpt Goodman
Wood Cry Sheriff's Ofice
Evan/one Weloomel

—SPRING BREAK.TAKE 2" Organize
group! Sell 15...Take 2 Free. Jamaica. Caneun. Bahamas. Panama City. Key West Daykjna. Barbados. Padre 8 More Free Parties.
Eats 8 Drinks.
1 800 428-7710

Do you Ike MTV singled out?
We" now you can play
SINGLEDOUT
November IBBi. 6:00pm, Oho Suite
82 00 entry fee
Entry kxm wil be in BGNews Nov.7810
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 372-7164

International Festival

World

Student

AOII AOII ACHI
Lil MelissaOnly a few more days until initiation.
Get escrtedil
You are such a special person lo me and
I cannot wail unBI Sunday
Ll-YouRockl
Are you Feeling Mignty Crazy ?l
Love your Big,
Frarmie
AOII AOII AOM

Arln: All Greek Organize!lone
Have your members applied for
Oemms Sigma Alpha
Time is running outl Applications are due
Nov. 7th fli 5pm In 440 Student Services
Questions' Call Stacy ©352 9779

Association

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION TRYING TO
RAISE FUNDS' Then you need B aftend tie
Creative Fund'aiung Workshop on Thursday.
November 13 at 7 00pm m the Campus Room
ol the Student Union Catherine Pratt. Development Officer for the Coeege o( Business and
one of BGSU's fundrareing experts wSI be tie
keynote speaker Call the Office ol Student Lite
at 372-2843 tor reservations.

Cal Now
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Carl Wolf Studios wil be on campus this week
taking senior portraits from 10-8 daily Cat
3724634 to schedule your sifting. Seniors
graduating in Dec, May 8 August should attend. The 88 sitting fee can be bursared. Portraits taken in 28 Weel Hal (Basement)
Campus Pollyeyes
440 E Court St 352-9638
Wed Special 84.99
Spaghetti includes 1 tnp salad bar
and garlic Dread 11am-9pm
Dine in and pick up only

LAWaXXaCTYMEETINO
TONIGHT-WED. NOV 5
University of Dayton Law School
Rm117BA8prn
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Seniors graduating in Dec . May or August
should cat 372-8834 lo schedule your sitting II
you were unable lo get an appointment last
time- call now. The 88 sitting lee can becharged through the Bursar. Portraits are taken in
me Key Yearbook offrse 28 West Hai(basement) daily from 10am-6pm

-l>\l

«I>M

<I>M

<I>M

<l>M

Where: BA 1007
When: Nov. 5 ©7:00pm
Who: Everyone is welcome 11

'I'M

In Addition to Earning $8 to $9 per hour
with Health Care Benefits
Bonuses are for
Loading/Unloading Positions on the

Midnight Shift
(Approx. 10:30 p.m. to 3 a.m.)
Other shifts and Bonuses Also Available

Call Today
at
1-419-891-6820
or Contact BGSU Career
Services

IPCCLUB PRESENTS
R. K. Tucker, PhD
Former IPC Professor

<I>M

$500!

Tours

1111 Spring Break Cancun 8 Jamaica 83791
Book Early - Savel Get a group - Go Freel
Panama City 81291 South Beach (Bars Close
5am) 81291 springbreaklravel.com
1 800-678-6386

Nov. 1 Sal. 7pm lo 10pm, We wil be having our
annual International Festival at St. Thomas
More Pansh Center.
Pay onfy $4 00 and you can eat tx>d from all
over the world Good Deal! Tickets will be on
sale in the Union Foyer. Thursday. Nov. 6th
from Oam lo 4pm Only 84.00 per person and
you can have a wonderful meal. Remember,
first come tint aarvel No ticket can be reserved i
by

Splash

1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruisel 8
days 82791 Includes meals, free panes' Get a
group • Go Frael Prices increase toon - Save
tSOIspnrigbfeakiravel.com 1-800-678-6388

How about some country muse
and boot-stompin' danan'?
NATHALE COTE BAND
Friday. November 7th
Ballroom
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 372-7164

Organized
(WSA)

Sun

By Starting Work Today at UPS,
You May be Eligible for a
Lucrative Bonus of up to

<l>M

<PM

PHI MCI

Proudly announces its newly initiated
members of fall 1997.

Jenny McCreight
Stacy Swartz
Molly Lautzenheizer
Elaine Downard
Michelle Hlebovy
Jennifer Quinter
Jackie Carney
Tiffany Shadix
Andrea Browning
Christine Stellar
Jessica Levy
Carrie Caskey
Renee Nooft
Stephanie Phillips
Lynn Walko
Meghan West
Sarah Bateson
Lisa Frantz
Kristen Hare Congratulations!
|>M

<l>\l

«I»M

<I>M

<I»M

<i>M

«I>M

'I'M

UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

«I»M

•
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INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE. CO-REC
WAUFVBALI NOV 4; MEN'S 1 WOMEN'S
SWIMMING NOVEMBER 10; MEN'S a
WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER BASKETBALLNOV.
12. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS N 130 HELD
HOUSE

KKO-hU-KKO-Ma
Congratulations Klmbarty Crataa on being
chosen nNW Beta Pladga Sweetheart I
Weloveyoul
KKO-

•KIM"

SENOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS

Subleaser needed now or tor spring
Cheap rant Close to campus Call 353-2191

Seniors graduating in Dae.. May or August
should can 372 8634 to schedule your silting II
you ware unable lo gat an appointmani last
Dme call now. Tha 16 sitting lee can becharged ihrough tha Bursar Portrsita am takan in
tha Kay Yearbook office- 28 Waat Hal (baa*
mant) daily from toam-epm.

Subleaser need immediaiety. 2 bdrm. own
room, dose to campus S210/mo. Utilities in
dudad. Cal 352-1267
Subleasers needed lor spring semester
Perfect Iocs son/ cheap rent
Call Came 352-8788
Two subleasers needed tor Spring. House on
East Court Street Close to campus and bars.
Please call 353-1921.

Want to look thinnar 6 haalthiar? Wlntar
Blahe? Campus Tanning. *2Vmo. Unlimllad.
352-786*.
.

WANTED
KKG • KKG • KKG' KKG

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
ADOPTION IS AN OPTION
A warm, caring couple wil grve your baby a life
Dma ol love, security A wonderful opportunities. Please call Karol * Rob at
1 600-2B2 5363 or call 1 -800-027-7222 6 ask
for Karol 6 Rob s profile ol information.
SEIZED CARS Iran 8171. Porsches. Cadii
lacs.Chevys. BMW's. Corvettes Also Jeeps.
4WDs.Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext A 2076 lor currant listings

MIRAGE

$15.00
Shampoo,
Cut & Style

354-2016

$1500 weekly potential mailing our dnculers.
Freemtormation Can 410-34; 1475
Bartender wait staff. Apply at
La Roe's Restaurant. Grand Rapids. OH
Campus Pottyeyee
440 E Court St
Now hiring Daytime Servers
Stop in between 12pm-4pm
No phone calls Please

For Rent. 1 bedroom house on Woosler
16f2people I330r»185 8u0l. 353-4037
Need Graduations Tickets
Call Can 353-1346

Cashiers. $8 starting Pay
' College tuition reimbursement
' Third-shirt differential
Applicants need to be salt-motivated,

Need Graduason Tickets.
Call M*e & 354 0444

and energetic w/good customer service
skils. Apply in person:
996 South Main (BG|
1091 N Mam (BG|
1602E. Wooster (BG)
103 Anthony Wayne Trail (Walervillel
26520 N. Dune Hgwy (Perrysburg)
Join In on tha tun a be part ol our teem I

Roomale wanted very badly 2 bdrm apt. Very
race, vary neat, van/ large. 81 SO/mo. plus hall
utl Call 352-3375 or page at 361 -0780
Roommates needed now A second semester
Own Room
353-0325

BEAUTY SALON
MEN'S SPECIALS
$5.00
Clipper Cuts

81000s POSSIBLE TYPING Part Time. At
Home Toll Free 1 800-218-9000 Elt T-2076
tor listings

1 sublsassr needed tor Spnng Semester 2
bdrm, Ctoaa to campus. ii7S/mo.. alec Call
354-8808.
1-2 subleasers needed ASAP tor Spnng Semester i960. Close to campus. $150 a month
tor rent, plus gas and water Please cal Christie or Jessica © 373-6001.

KKG-KKG "KKG-KKG

/

Dancers - Now hking lor tha
f 1 Gentlemen's Club in Toledo.
Travel $ magazine modeling available
Da)aVu419- 531-0079

Subleaser needed snmediaiely lo fill one room
in a two bedroom apt. Rent 1256/mo Only pay
electndty Please call 353-0379

I J

DISPLAY
Displaying quality hardcover books in schools
$ bus masses. 8-12 full days par month. $100
per day. Must have station wagon or mini-van.
Call 419-693<832
EARN
1750-11500 WEEK
Raise all Ihe money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment $ very little Ome
needed There's no obligation, so
why not call tor nlormason today
Cal 1 -800-323-8454 > 95

425 E. Wooster

(Behind Dairy Mart)

"

™ Super Coupon '

™

^

Open 4 p.m. weekdays •
Lunch weekends

Factory Work wanted: Hard working individual
with initiative 11pm - 7:30am Drug Testing s
requirement 1-419-832-1641 between 1pm
and 3pm

.

SEASONAL
ORDER
ENTRY
$5 75 $6 25..
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-time
Order Entry personnel to input orders into our
ordsr processing system Positions are open
on day. evening, and third shifts dunng tie
week and on weekends 4. 6. and 6 hour shilts
available Must have basic computer and typing skils. Positions are also open tor denes!
personnel Attendance incentives, generous
employee discount, and professional supervision. Apply in person at our corporate offices
Mon - Frl. kom 9 00am . 7:00pm, M-F Hxkory
Farms, 1505 Holland Rd.. Maumee. OH
43537. EOE.
HICKORY FARMS

SMALL
1 ITEM
PIZZA

$K50.

SiC^SOK to

LARGE C^OO.

L* Fteszih/'!
oA. is IT?

MED
1 ITEM
PIZZA
1 ITEM
PIZZA

EX. LG.
1 ITEM
PIZZA

5

*

(•<i<*» (l<«\«t»
«■>•«,►.( s.a'vM'ej
Vl<€ »«0»l«

Add a Huge Order of
Breadatlcks $2.25
Voted
■
Wood County's-

jS^"'
N. Main

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166

WAITSTAFF WANTED
Gledieux Catering, a large catering company in
Toledo is seeking waitstafl We oiler pert-time
shifts end llenUe hours Pay is besed on experience Please call Diana st (4ig)473-3003 between B00am3:00pni Monday-Friday for
more information.

Wanted 100 Students. Lose S-IOOtos. New
metabolism breakthrough Or. recommended.
Guaranteed $30 cost Frse grit.
1 800-856 0916

Youth Workers. Part Dme youth instructors
needed for the coordination, supervision 4 or
genujsbon of youth recreational crafts, athletics. S educational programs College backround pref: 23 - 28 hrsy week Lass afternoon
to early evening. Cal B74-4S29 after I pm

FOR SALE
19" color Tv. Great picturel S50. Loft, sturdy
and dean. $50 Can 373-0057.
1986 Taurus Wagon Seats 8 Good Shape
178.000 miles $1000 or 060 Call 352 7806

1803 Eagle Summit LX Wagon auto. JVC.
cruise, AMrFM cess., exc. condition. Leave
mag forflick on answer mach. s9 352-2799
4 Goodyear Tires P26S/75P, 15
Good Tread $120 00

630-3623
66 Chevy S-10 Pick Up truck, long bed 4 cytmder. new Ikes, brakes, shocks. $1800 or best
oner. Call st (4l9)8ea-B20».
91' Capnce Classic, loaded 305 V8 5 taw.
dean, wal maintained, new eras, brakes.
shocks Mlage 98.000 mostly fsghwsy. Steel
SI $6500. Call (419)666-6206.
Computer for Safe
486 MulsMsdia Complete System
Internet ready $435
Upright Freezer for Safe $75
Bobs? 669-3383
For Sale
Quadra 700 Macintosh-great condition
External 28 8 modem/ FAST Mac
CD. Portable Hewlett Packard color ink jet
printer, latest software. $600
Cs« 1*00-848 9275e< 7815
kilmiti BU-1 powered subwooter Like new
condition $200 Kenwood car tube subwoofer
$100. Alpine Amp $50. Call Jason 352 7256
Mobil Home For Sale- Weston
14 x 65 Very good condition
$8900 Owner financing available

Bob @ 669-3393
Ml Bike Trek 7000 w/shocks $600 or best
offer 352-2505
Premier Resort camping membership. Two tor
the price of onel Coast to coast members'
Many amenities $6,000 negotiable
Call 1-600-956 3630
Sony 5 speaker system Pro Logic Compatible.
$300 CC4 Interactive System $150 Call
372-3531. Ask for Dave
'64 Chrysler LeBaron Convertible looks great
Runs great, needs a new fop. Cal for info373-0044

• Listings available for 96-99
WM mail or you pick-up at
316 E. Marry S3 353-0325
1-2 Subleaser needed
Close to campus
1ISe-SlMorASAP
Call 353-5914
2 bdrm furrsshed apt. avail Dec. doss lo campus, alec paid, will rent to one or two persons
Call 353-1731.
^
6 bdrm. 3 bath house. Avail, in May. Laundry.
air cond, dishwasher, disposal, dose 10 cam
pus. Cal 3S3-1731.
Female subleaser needed for Spring Sem. 2
bdrm. 2 bath. Close to csmpus
$1M.7S/monlh plus utl. 354-6366
Female subleaser needed ASAP. Own room,
bathroom, free cable, furnished. Only pay 1/2
eleanoty Call 352 6403
Female Subleaser needed for next semester at
Columbia Courts. $175/mo
373-1776

AJtoryjtivt Outruns • Winter Wear
• BeaocoVV4emp Jewelry • Imported Cigars
• Clove Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Posters •
900* Tees • Patchwork Pants • Hair Glitter
(golds, silver) 4 wide assortment of
v^shaole colors • Body Punfiers (100*
guarantee) •Leather - padded wool socks
•Scented oils t, lotions •

Travel

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

OLE: ( MHKII M iMnuliMil
I Ji» ji.m.l f'uhsntr

il-800-2-C0UNCIL
1-800-226-8624

New Apt: 130 E. Washington (the Homestead)
1 bdrm wrofflce. New appliances, carpeting,
fixtures. 2 phone lines, cable-ready, walking
distance to campus, and downtown.
SS3S/mo Cal Mary or Fetii 354-6203
Now available: Mount Vernon Apia. 2 bedroom, futy furnished, utl. provided., balconies.
isudry facilities, on-siie manager. Rent negocebts Cal now 352-9909
NOW RENTING
IBM SPRING SEMESTER
Call 352 9378 lor n to
One sublsassr- Grsal roommalas, great Iocs
son Cal Carl 353-1346
Room for rent in BG home. Grad. mala pre
lerrad. Please call 352-1631 or 354-6701
leave message
Storage Avail. 5x 10 -10x30 units.
Cell 3542260

, PART TIME HELP
,
WANTED
|Eam up to $1500 per year
I with two hours a week.
Help others while earning
I
money for yourself.
I
Donate plasma at
SeraCare Plasma Center.
"Call (419)531-3332 today
I for an appointment.

I New Donors brins
, this ad and receive
.$30 on first donation.

CALL US!
353-MEGA

Call or Walk In

(6 3 4 2)

■■■

1616 E. WOOSTER
412 E. Wooster,
Suite B
Bowling Green

FREE Delivery or n Min. pick-up
The Domino's Meal Plan
Mention this ad when ordering

352-3316

LARGE PEP

$5.99#!

I Free Parking In Rear

One Large One Item Pizza

Saturday, November

to RSPEN
*
January 3-11, 1998

8

starts @ 9:00 am

Bl

%

5 K and I mile fun run/walk
around the BGSU campus.
For more information,

contact Sheila Brown @ 372- 2713

Trip includes 6 nights
in luKury ctuidos
located in Snumnfss Uillage,

Applications for Spring 1998
Intramural Advisory Board are
due by 5:00 pm. November 17. 1997.
Interviews will be limited.

Bl

We also have practicum opportunities
for Recreation and Sport
Management Majors. Applications
are due by 5:00 pm. November 25.
Apply in 130 Perry Field House.
Intramural Entries Due
• Wallyball
(Co-Rec) - Nov. 4
• Swim Meet
(Men's & Women's) - Nov. 10
• 3 Player Basketball
(Men's & Women's) - Nov. 12
Entries due by 4:00 pm in 130
Perry Field House on due date.

MEGA DEAL

Management Inc.
Start the New Year in a naw
flex*.
S. Main for more
Info.

$8.99
|

vtlcka^md mnh more.

Any Size Pizza

j

With Up To 9 Items

FALCON COMBO

Management Inc.

$9.99

Efficiency apt. 215 £ Pas Rd.,

One Medium Two Item Pizza.

loud on u'le-Jtorh at $230/W

$3#R U)lthount%ejslortation
$4L|5 with motor
^

transportation

For more information,
call Cat Cramp @ 372-7481

I
I
|

DU-PMM11IEX1KA DOiiBI.li
CHEESE EXTBA NOT VALID *< ANY
(ilium >IIIH hXPIWKS I <.«

oul4l5
day ritymhfflMt lift

INTRAMURALS
EMPLOYMENT
Do you want to become more
Involved with Intramurals?

DEEP DISH II 00 EXTRA NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER EXPIRES 1-6-91

Holiday Ski Trip

Turkey Trot

Call

Looking for aublsaasrs fear a 2 bedroom, 2
oattroom apt. for information please cal
354-0316

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/recsports

SPECIAL EVENTS

plus util

JVC- 5 disc carosei CD player with remote control Two 1/2 yrs. old. Great cond. $75.
Contact Jamie 353-2355

BAfflllTOiOP

San Jose, CR $262

|

FOR RENT

9QHAQ8

London $244
Pans $23
^Concur, $256

.+
*

Part-time painting A maintenance
Experience Preferred. $7 00 per hour

Call 352-57*3

HELP WANTED

Thank you sisters o> tha waak Jaaatca Gray
and Cart Eaakov lor tha wonderful |ob with
Parent's Day i

Wednesday, November 5. 1997

(ovoil. Jan.) 353-5800

CA

Management Inc.

Tv/o Coca-Colas *
One Order or Twisty Bread

£

DOUBLE LARGE

i$12.99jp;

830 Fourth St. avail. Jon 1 st.

FITWELL CENTER

1 bdrm, gas heat, A/C, skirting

Personal Fitness Quest

353-5800

at $330+«lec./go» coll

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER EXPIRF.S I 6v8

TNrVo Large Two Item
I

-

Pizzas

,^k DEEP DISH II EXTRA NOTVAUD
|Wf WITH ANY OTHER OHM
^(T EXPIRES I *W

.

Participanl's will have the opportunity to

DOUBLE MEDIUM

find out their current fitness level and,
based upon the results, have Personal
Fitness Quest Trainers assist them with
developing a personal fitness plan.
Call 2-8691 for more information.

Management Inc.
610 N. Main, avail. Jon 1 it.

A

5k

\JHr.BGSU

\

only 15 min walk to campus,
vet nestled in res.
$3104oa$/mooall
353-5800

,$10.99#r|
Two Medium Two Item

I
I

Pizzas
DRWDKHS! EXTRA NOTVAUD
WITH AN* OTHER OH-fcR
IAHHIS
t-XPIRs-S Il 691

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

I
I
i

=.

•

